
Design Model Must-Haves

Team Name: ______________________________         Class Period: _______

Team Members: _______________________________________________________

1. Your team will use a large piece of paper to draw a model of your design before you
build your prototype. The following information must be clearly shown in your model,
and your teacher must approve this model before you begin construction on your
prototype.

Design Model Must-Haves Team
Check

Teacher
Check

Exact amounts of aluminum, copper sulfate, and
saltwater you plan to use

How you chose or calculated the amounts of reactants
you plan to use and what trade-offs you had to make

If you change the amount of reactants for your
version 2 design, justify the increase/decrease
of reactants with an LOL energy model on a
separate sheet of paper

A materials list including individual item costs and total
cost to produce one heater (and what trade-offs did
you had to make)

Materials you plan to use specifically labeled in the
model

Reasoning (from Consequences Chart and test results)
for why you chose/changed those materials.

Include several (2-3) trade-offs and parts of
other designs you used to optimize your design

A plan for how you will vent the gases produced during
the reaction without spilling the liquid out of that
opening

A way to test the temperature of your “food” at least
every 5 minutes

Use the model to show
how the energy will be transferred from the
substances in the reaction system to the food
(and how it has been improved since the
previous design) and
what is happening to the food when this energy
is transferred to it (you may use zoom-ins to
show particle motion)
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2. Your team must also revise your how-to instructions for the assembly and use of your
homemade heater. Write these instructions on a separate page. Remember that you
will be handing these instructions to another team to test so be sure they are clear
and easy to follow. Use the space below to explain how these instructions have been
improved from the first draft.
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